
 

HERITAGE ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOLS 
TAKE HOME ASSINGMENT MARCH 2020 
GAMES, SPORTS AND ARTS CLASS TWO 

NAME ……………………………………………………………………     DATE …………………………… 

Choose the correct answer from the box. 

Three, v- balance, colour, circle, physical exercise, mdako, tent, turn, umbrella, 
nyamanyama, rope. 

1. ____________ is a exercise that make our body strong and health. 

2. We use ____________ to decorate things. 

3. Gymnastic include ________________ 

4. Rede can be played by ________________ or more players. 

5. We play ukuti ukuti game by forming a _____________ 

6. A shallow hole, pebbles and lime are used to play _________________ 

7. In hide and seek, if the seeker find someone he or she will take the 

______________ 

8. ________________ protects us from sun, wind and rain. 

9. Among the action which is taking place in edible and non edible game is 

______________________ 

10. ________________ it is used to play rope skipping. 

Write TRUE or FALSE.  

11. All players are suppose to close their eyes and hide themselves when playing 

hide and seek ____________ 

12. We sing and jump when playing nyamanyama game _____________ 

13. We have to dance when singing the national anthem ___________ 

14. A line which goes up and down is called o straight line ___________ 

15. Both boys and girls can play rope skipping ____________ 

Matching items. 

Simple games The other name of the game 

16. Nyamanyama a. Pebble game 

17. Dama b. Who sit first  

18. Rope skipping c. Edible and non edible 

19. Mdako d. Hopscotch 

20. Kuwahi kiti e. Kuruka kamba 

 

LIST A 16 17 18 19 20 

LIST B      

Fill in the gaps 



 

21. List down three familiar games 

__________________ 

22. __________________ 

23. __________________ 

Mention two types of physical exercises. 

24. ___________________ 

25. ___________________ 

What are the body balances exercise. 

26. ___________________ 

27. ___________________ 

28. ___________________ 

29. ___________________ 

30. ___________________ is a body exercise for body health. 

List down three types of rolling 

31.  ______________ 

32. _______________ 

33. _______________ 

Write the missing letters 

34. K__w__h__kit__ 

35. Str__ng 

36. P__b__l__s 

37. Fo__wa__d 

38. Pr__ss__ng 

39. Ba__, __w__rd r__ll__ng 

40. R__d__ 

Name these lines 

41.                                         = ___________ 

 

 

 

42. = ____________ 

 

43. = ____________________ 

 



 

44. = ____________________ 

 

45.  

                        = _____________________ 

 

 

 

 

Draw and name the materials used to play simple games 

46.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

47.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

48.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

49.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

HERITAGE ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOLS 

TAKEHOME ASSINGNMENT MARCH 2020 

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT CLASS TWO 

NAME………………………………………………………………… DATE …………………………………… 

Answer all questions. 

1. The human body is divided into ____________ main parts. 

2. Eyes, mouth, nose and ears are found in the ______________. 

3. We kneel down with our _____________. 

4. ____________ which come from our bodies during sweating cool our body. 

5. Hair protects our __________ from sun heat. 

6. Mouth has __________, ___________, and __________. 

7. The food we eat is stored in the __________. 

8. _________ used for blinking. 

9. __________ is disorder of part or whole human body. 

10. The __________ help us to feel cold or hot. 

11. Our ___________ support or hold our head. 

12. Dirt environment cause __________ 

13. ____________ is a dangerous disease that has no cure. 

14. We filtering water in order to ___________ 

15. We should boil water in order to ___________ 

16. ___________ are items used for kitchen. 

17. Mention any two sources of food 

i. __________ 

ii. __________ 

18. List down causes of diseases. 

i. ___________ 

ii. ___________ 

iii. ___________ 

19. Mention any three prevention of diseases. 

i. _____________ 

ii. _____________ 

iii. _____________ 

20. List down any three diseases you know. 

i. ____________ 

ii. ____________ 

iii. _____________ 

21. Mosquitoes can spread ________________ 

 

 



 

22. List down any four materials for first aid. 

i. __________________ 

ii. __________________ 

iii. __________________ 

iv. ___________________ 

23. Drinking dirty water can make us _____________________ 

24. List down any four materials for body cleanliness. 

i. __________________ 

ii. __________________ 

iii. __________________ 

iv. __________________ 

25. Name two main parts of the limbs. 

i. __________________ 

ii. __________________ 

26. List down methods of keeping water clean and safe. 

i. __________________ 

ii. __________________ 

27. Do you know material for cleaning environment? _________________, mention 

them 

i. ___________________ 

ii. ___________________ 

iii. ___________________ 

iv. ___________________ 

28. List down any four types of utensils. 

i. _____________ 

ii. _____________ 

iii. _____________ 

iv. _____________ 

29. Materials used for cleaning utensils. 

i. __________________ 

ii. ___________________ 

iii. ___________________ 

iv. ___________________ 

30. We drink water when we are _____________ 

31. Soapy water is a sign of ________________ 

32. Places where we get water are called ________________ 

33. We should store drinking water in a _________ container. 

34. What surrounds us is our _______________ 

 



 

35. Mention any four foods we get from 

Plants.  

i. _____________ 

ii. _____________ 

iii. _____________ 

iv. _____________ 

36. Animals. 

i. _____________ 

ii. _____________ 

iii. _____________ 

iv. _____________ 

37. List down any four sources of water. 

i. _______________ 

ii. _______________ 

iii. _______________ 

iv. _______________ 

Write down the importance of these parts of the body. 

38. Eyes ________________________ 

39. Nose _________________________ 

40. Mouth ________________________ 

41. Hands _________________________ 

42. Skin ___________________________ 

How would you make these parts of the body neat?  

43. Hair  ________________________________ 

44. Finger nails  ____________________________________ 

45. Mouth  _______________________________________ 

Draw any two body parts you know 

46.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

47.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

   Draw any three materials for cleaning the environment  

48.           

 

 

 

 

 

 

49.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

50.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

HERITAGE ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOLS 
TAKEHOME ASSIGNMENT MARCH 2020 
WRITING AND READING CLASS TWO 

 
NAME ……………………………………………………………… DATE ……………………………………….. 
Change into capital letters. 

1. safety = __________ 
2. lessons = __________ 
3. carpenter = _________ 
4. classroom = __________ 

Change into doing words. 
5. Put = ________ 
6. Make = ________ 
7. Skin = _________ 
8. See = __________ 

Write the plural of the following words. 
9. Umbrella = __________ 
10. Church = ___________ 
11. Ox = ___________ 
12. Wash = __________ 

Use   a or  an in the following sentences. 
13. She is eating _____ orange. 
14. My mother has _____ new ball. 
15. He bought _____ apple and ____ banana. 
16. Is that _____ insects?. 

Mention any five months of the years. 
17. ___________ 
18. ___________ 
19. ___________ 
20. ___________ 
21. ___________ 

Name the sounds made by the following.  
22. Lion = _________ 
23. Snake = ________ 
24. Duck = ________ 
25. Frog = _________ 

Circle the event words. 
26. Lesson start in the morning. 
27. We take lunch in the morning.  
28. Come here please. 
29. Put the cup on the table. 

Arrange the following words in ABC order. 
30. Cat   book   dog   window 

_________________________ 
 



 

31. Ox   nut   man   van 
_________________________ 

Complete the following. 
Example. 
Buying – buy 

32. Saying - ____________ 
33. Taking - ____________ 
34. Running - ___________ 
35. Listening - ___________ 

Unjumble these words. 
36. shfi = ____________ 
37. oyung = ___________ 
38. eeswp = ___________ 
39. shbru = ____________ 
40. pplae = ____________ 
41. nchebra = __________ 

Fill in the blanks with correct words. 
42. There is orange juice ________ the jug. ( in , on) 
43. He looking ________ at moon. ( on, at) 
44. A cat is hiding _______ the door. ( in, behind ) 
45. The clock is ________ the wall. ( in, on ) 
46. The painting is _______ the wall. ( in, on ) 

Write the opposite. 
             Word                         opposite 

47. Big                               _________ 
48. difficult                      _________ 
49. clean                            _________ 
50. Wet                             _________ 
51. Good                            _________ 
52. Day                              _________ 
53. Friend                          _________ 

Make two meanful words from these. 
54. Seaweed = _____________ + ______________ 
55. Personalitem = ___________+ ______________ 
56. Schoolstamp = ___________+ _______________ 
57. Birthday  = _____________+ ________________ 

Use to, two or too. 
58. __________ plus one is three. 
59. The tea is _______ hot for me to drink. 
60. My dog has _______ puppies. 
61. We go ________ hospital when we are sick. 

 
62. There are _______ types of letters. 
63. There are ______ alphabetical letters. 
64. There are ________ vowels. 



 

65. There are ________ consonant. 
Write 2 words on each blended vowel. 

66. ou ______________   ___________________ 
67. ai _______________  ___________________ 
68. ee ______________   ___________________ 
69. ea ______________   ___________________ 

Use   are   or    is  to fill in the blanks. 
70. They _______ crying. 
71. It ________ raining. 
72. Musa and Aisha _________ playing. 
73. My pet _________ sleeping. 

Fill in the blanks with correct words. 
74. A week has ______ days. 
75. The last day of the week is _________ 
76. __________ is the first day of the week. 
77. __________ comes after Sunday. 
78. If today is Friday yesterday was ___________ 

Use capital letter where necessary. 
79. THAT IS MTAKUJA PRIMARY SCHOOL. 

_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 

80. MOM WENT TO KIGOMA BUT LUCY WENT TO KATAVI. 
_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 

81. WHAT IS YOUR NAME?. 
_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 

82. tomorrow will be Friday. 
_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 

Fill in the missing sounds. 
83.  Str__et. 
84. Gira__fe. 
85. Strang__r. 
86. Hea__y. 
87. Sch__dule. 
88. Spla__h. 
89. Pr__sent. 

Make 5 words with two syllables. 
90. __________________ 
91. ____________________ 
92. ____________________ 
93. ____________________ 
94. ____________________ 

Write in logical flow. 



 

95. Dodoma went to she. 
___________________ 

96. Monday today is.  
___________________ 

97. Christian is she a. 
___________________ 

98. this need I book. 
___________________ 

99. Pupils good morning. 
___________________ 

100. Orange this an is.  
___________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

HERITAGE ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOLS 

TAKE HOME ASSIGNMENT – MARCH/ APRIL 2020 

NUMERACY II 

NAME …………………………………………………………………………DATE 

………………………… 

 

Write the following numbers in words 

1.      435 = ________________________________________ 

2.      908=__________________________________________ 

3.       49= __________________________________________ 

4.      678=__________________________________________ 

5.       14= __________________________________________ 

Write the following in digits 

6. Eight hundred and eighty eight = _________________ 

7. Forty one =___________________ 

8. Seven hundred and nine  = _____________________ 

9. One hundred and thirty seven= __________________ 

10.  Seven ones two hundreds six tens= ____________ 

Use  < , >   or = 

12.   168   _____ 861 

13.   600   _____ 900 

14.   361   _____ 136 

 

 

 

Fill in the gaps  

15.        381   = _____ ones _____ hundreds____ tens 

16.         9    = _____ hundreds _____ ones _____ tens 

17.         7 tens    9 hundred   4 ones = ____________ 

18.         1 tens    4 ones    3 hundreds= ______________ 

 What is the place value of 2? 

19.       432 = _______________________ 



 

20.       278 = _______________________ 

21.       926 = _______________________ 

 Arrange the following numbers in ascending and descending order   

  412, 214, 418, 441 

22. Ascending order = ____________________________ 

23. Descending order = ____________________________ 

Write in expanded or short form  

24.       608 = __________________________ 

25.       10 + 4 = _________________________ 

26.       4   +  70  + 900 = ___________________ 

27.       71 =_______________________________ 

 Write less or more  

                                      

 

Write the smallest number 

28.      918, 981, 189, 919 = ___________________ 

 

29.      762, 726, 627, 766=_____________________ 

 

30.      186, 681, 168, 768= _____________________ 

 

 Fill in the missing numbers  

31. ______, 910, 920, __________ 

32.  198, 200, _____, 204 

 

 

 

 



 

What is the fraction of unshaded part? 

                        

_____________                       ________________ 

 

 Write YES or NO 

36.   461 > 641 _______ 

37.   981< 891  _______ 

38.   108> 801 _______ 

Work out 

39.   Add 26, 61 and 2 

 

 

 

40.   4   +   315 = 

 

 

41.      15                       

      + 894  

 

 

42. 548   + 127 = ___________ 

 

 

43.      90    - 48 =  

 

 



 

 44.     56   +   509    +   4 = 

 

 

45.                +   314   = 615 

 

46.     7 1                       47.    9 7 8               48.      432 

+        2 9                         -        4 9                          - 1 0 

 

 

49. What is the difference between 149 and 18 

 

50.   Take away 94 from 894  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

HERITAGE ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOLS 

TAKE HOME ASSIGNMENT, BIBLE CLASS II 

NAME………………………………………………………  

Fill the gaps 

1. Who were the first people to be created  

a. …………………………………. b.  …………………………………… 

2. Who are the parents of Jesus  

a. …………………………………. b.  …………………………………… 

3. Who were the children of Noah  

a. …………………………… 

b. …………………………… 

c. …………………………… 

4. Who are the children of Adam and Eve 

a. …………………………… 

b. …………………………… 

5. Who built the ark? 

a. …………………………… 

Matching items  

11 Satan  A  Is the holly book 

12 Enock B  Saw the burning bush  

13 Day seven C  Is a great liar 

14 Moses D  Walked with God 

15 Bible E  Created the world  

16 Zipporah F  Killed Golliath 

17 David G  The wife of Moses  

18 God H  God rested 

  

Fill the missing letters  

19. God l…ves you 

20. H….aven 

21. L....cifer 

22. S…tan 

23. F…ther 



 

  

 Write TRUE or FALSE 

24. We go to church to pray ……………………….. 

25. Satan is a great liar …………………………… 

26. God created the world ………………………….. 

27. God has a good plan for you ………………………. 

29. On day one God made the light ……………………. 

30. Satan is a looser ………………………. 

  

 Write 5 things God created 

31. ………………………………………… 

32. ………………………………………… 

33. ………………………………………… 

34. ………………………………………… 

35. …………………………………………. 

 Write 5 animals which you know  

36. …………………………………………. 

37.  …………………………………………. 

38. …………………………………………. 

39. …………………………………………. 

40. ………………………………………….  

  

  

  

  



 

  

  

  

 Draw the following things created by God 

41. Fish 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

42. Cat 43. Flower  

44. Tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

45. Apple 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

46. Sun  

  

Mention the fruits which you know 

47. ………………………………….. 



 

48. ………………………………….. 

49. ………………………………….. 

50. ………………………………….. 

 


